### 1. Did you do at least one hour of work for pay or profit in last week?

Worked as employed, member of LTD, self employed, unpaid family member, public worker or even as a student.  
Please take into account paid work done in connection with secondary and tertiary studies and other paid student works as well.

- **yes (1)**
  - GO TO Q5.
- **no (2)**

### 2. Do you have a job or business from which you were temporarily absent last week?

The work from which you were absent could be a job done as employed, member of LTD, self employed, unpaid family member, public worker or even as a student.  
Please take into account paid work done in connection with secondary and tertiary studies and other paid student works as well.

IF PARTICIPATED IN PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT SUPPLEMENTARY TRAINING PROGRAMME MARK CODE 1, IN THIS CASE FOR Q3 MARK CODE 13!

- **yes (1)**
  - GO TO Q17.
- **yes, but is on child-care leave and not working beside child-care (2)**
  - GO TO Q17.
- **no (3)**

### 3. Why did not you work last week?

- **own illness (01)**
- **maternity leave (02)**
- **annual holiday (03)**
- **term of notice (04)**
- **bad weather (05)**
- **number of hours worked varies (06)**
- **slack work for economic or technical reason (07)**
- **labour dispute (08)**
- **training (not as a participant in public employment supplementary training programme ) (09)**
- **person's child was ill (10)**
- **absence as per contra overtime work (11)**
- **other (12), namely:................................................................. (12)**
  - NEMDOKSZ
- **participate in public employment supplementary training programme (13)**

### 4. How long have you been out of your main job?

- **for 3 months or shorter time period (1)**
  - NEMDOLGEV
  - NEMDOLGHO
  - GO TO Q5.
- **for more than 3 months, since year month (2)**
  - MIONEMA

**B. In case out of the main job more than 3 month, for this period receives salary, or social allowances, which is at least the half of the usual salary (1)**

**no salary or other payment, or it does not reach the half of the usual amount of payment(2)**

### 5. How many hours do you usually work in your main job a week?

**A/ weekly number of hours (between 01-98)**

**B/ number of hours is much varied (1)**

**C/ Main job: part-time (1)**

**full-time (2)**

**GO TO Q7.**

### 6. Why do you usually work part-time in your main job/business?

- **school education/further training (1)**
- **own illness (2)**
- **takes care of child(ren) aged up to 14 years old (3)**
- **takes care of other person (relative) who needs care aged 15 or more (4)**
- **because of other personal or family responsibilities (5)**
- **full-time work is not available (6)**
- **person does not want full-time work (7)**
- **other (8), namely:............................................................................................................................. (8)**

**GO TO Q7.**

**MARK PRIMARY REASON**

**OKANSZ**

**OKAN**
B/ Do you work in part-time job because you couldn't find suitable or affordable care facility for the child(ren) or other person (relative) who needs care?

- yes, for the child(ren) (1)
- for other person (relative) who needs care (2)
- for the child(ren) and for other person (relative) who needs care (3)
- no, it didn't influence the decision (4)

### Question 7

**A/ How many hours did you actually work last week in your main job/business?**

- person did not work in his/her main job/business (00)  
- weekly number of hours (between 01-98)  

**B/ Why did you work more than usually?**

- variable working-schedule (1)  
- did overtime (2)  
- for other reason (3), namely: 

**C/ Why did you work less than usually?**

- own illness (01)  
- annual holiday (02)  
- public holiday (03)  
- start of change in job/business during reference week (06)  
- job/business terminated last week (07)  
- number of working hours varies (08)  
- slack work for economic or technical reason (09)  
- maternity or parental leave (11)  
- personal or family reason (caring for sick family member) (12)  
- person works in a much variable working-schedule (13)  
- other (14), namely: 

### Question 8

**A/ Did you work in your main job/business in one of the following work-orders in the last four weeks?**

- yes, 2 shift order (1)  
- 3 or 4 shift (2)  
- irregular, varying order (3)  
- none of the listed orders (4)  

**B/ Did you work in your main job/business in the last four weeks**

- in the evening? yes: regularly (1) occasionally (2) no (3)  
- at night? yes: regularly (1) occasionally (2) no (3)  
- on Saturday? yes: regularly (1) occasionally (2) no (3)  
- on Sunday? yes: regularly (1) occasionally (2) no (3)  

### Question 9

**A/ Do you work at home in your main job/business?**

- yes, person mostly works at home (1)  
- yes, occasionally (2)  
- no (3)  

**B/ Did you do telework during the last four weeks (making use of instruments of informatics and telecommunications)?**

- yes: regularly (1) occasionally (2) no (3)  

### Question 10

**A/ When did you start in your present main job/business?**

- if within the last two years from the end of last week, in which month?
- if it was more than 2 years ago, go to Q11.

**B/ Did you get support from a public employment office to find your present job?**

- yes (1)  
- no (2)
11. Did you have a second job/business last week that provided income beside the main job/business?
   yes,
      as an employee: as a member of LTD
      of an enterprise (company, LTD, but co-op excluded) without employees (06) with employees (07)
      or an institution (public, or nonprofit) (01) as a member of other collective enterprise
      of a co-operative or other partnership (02) without employees (08) with employees (09)
      of a self-employed (03) as a self-employed
      as casual worker, day-labourer (04) without employees (10) with employees (11)
      as a member of co-operative (05) as an unpaid family worker (12)
   no (13) GO TO Q14

12. How many hours did you work in this job/business last week?
   person did not work in this job/business (00)
   weekly number of hours (between 01-98)

13. In his/her second job/business:
   main activity of employer (local unit of workplace):……………………………………………...
   ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

14. Would you like to work more hours than now?
   yes,
      in a second or further job (1)
      in another main job instead of the present main job (2)
      in his/her present main job (3)
      in any of the above mentioned ways (4)
   no (5)

15. How many hours would you like to work in a job/business?
   weekly number of hours (between 01-98)

16. Did you look for another job/business during last four weeks?
   yes, because
      of risk or certainty of loss or termination of present job (1)
      person considers present job/business as a transitional job/business (2)
      person is seeking an additional job/business beside main job/business (3)
      person wishes to have better working conditions (4)
      person is seeking a job/business with less working hours than in present job/business (5)
      person is seeking a job/business with more working hours than in present job/business (6)
      other (7), namely:……………………………………………………………………………………….
   no (8) GO TO Q19.

17. Did you seek employment in last four weeks?
   yes (1)
   no, because has already found a job
      in which he/she will start within 3 months (2)
      in which he/she will start in more than 3 months (3)
   no (4) GO TO Q23

18. What is the minimum monthly net wage you would undertake a job/business for?
   MARK PRIMARY REASON
   weekly number of hours (between 01-98)

19. What methods did you use for finding work?
   FILL IN ALL OF THE ROWS BELOW.
   yes (1), no (2)
   A/ person contacted public employment office to find work
   B/ person contacted private employment agency to find work
   C/ person applied to employers directly
   D/ person inserted or answered advertisements in newspapers or journals
   E/ person studied advertisements in newspapers or journals
   F/ person asked friends, relatives
   G/ person is awaiting the results of an application for a job
   H/ person is awaiting the results of a competition for recruitment to the public sector
   I/ person looked for permits, licences, financial resources to start enterprise
   J/ person looked for land, premises or equipments
   K/ person took a test, interview or examination
   L/ person is waiting for a call from a public employment office
   M/ other, namely:……………………………………………………………………………………….

25. IN CASE OF SEARCHING FOR A SECOND OR FURTHER JOB (ANSWER TO Q16 WAS 1–7), GO TO Q21.
20. What was your last activity directly before seeking employment?
   - person was working (1)
   - person was not working because
     - was a day-school student (2)
     - was on child-care leave (3)
     - took care of his/her family, household (4)
     - his/her previous job was terminated and can’t start job-search immediately (5)
   - other (6), namely: .......................................................... ELOZOSZ

21. How long have you been seeking employment, or if you have found employment already in which you will start in the near future then how long did it take to find it?
   - A/ less than one month, namely MIOHET A
   - B/ one month or longer, namely MIOHO B

22. What type of employment have you sought or found?
   - only full-time job (1)
   - only part-time job (2)
   - primarily full-time job (3)
   - primarily part-time job (4)
   - either full-time or part-time job (5)
   - as a self-employed (6)

23. A/ Why did not you seek employment in the last four weeks?
   - thought that he/she couldn’t find a job (01)
   - attending training subsidized by employment office (02)
   - person found only jobs which doesn’t pay well (04)
   - health problems (05)
   - takes care of child(ren) aged up to 14 years old (06)
   - takes care of other person (relative) who needs care aged 15 or more (07)
   - attending school education or other training (09)
   - plans to start own business (10)
   - person receives pension or benefits under retirement age (11)
   - other (12), namely: .......................................................... NKEROKSZ
   - person does not want to undertake employment (13) ....................... NKEROKA A

   B/ Was the reason of not searching for a job that you couldn’t find suitable or affordable care facility for the child(ren) or other person (relative) who needs care?
   - yes, for the child(ren) (1)
   - yes, for other person (relative) who needs care (2)
   - yes, for the child(ren) and for other person (relative) who needs care (3)
   - no, it didn’t influence the decision (4)

24. Would you like to have a regular paid employment?
   - yes (1)
   - no (2)

25. If you found a job, would you be available to start working, or working more within two weeks?
   - A/ yes (1)
   - B/ no (2)

26. Did you have a regular job/business earlier?
   - yes, it is already terminated (1)
   - yes, it is still existing while being on child-care leave (2)
   - no (3)

   DO NOT TAKE HOLIDAY WORK INTO ACCOUNT.
27. Why did you leave last job/business?

- person lost his/her job (01)
- person quitted job (02)
- termination of seasonal work (03)
- takes care of child(ren) aged up to 14 years old (04)
- takes care of other person (relative) who needs care aged 15 or more (05)
- because of other personal or family responsibilities (06)
- own illness (07)
- attending education or training (08)
- receive early retirement or benefits under retirement age (09)
- receive disability retirement or disability benefit (10)
- normal retirement (11)
- person gave up own business (12)
- person's business went bankrupt (13)
- public employment terminated (14)
- other reason (15), namely: ____________________________

28. When did you last have a permanent job for pay or profit?

- If the last job/business terminated not more than two years ago from the end of last week, then in which month?

29. DESCRIPTION OF PRESENT FIRST JOB (OR OF LAST JOB IN CASE PERSON IS NOT EMPLOYED AT THE MOMENT)

a. What is the authorized name of the employer (enterprise, business)?

b. Where is the local unit of the working place (LKAU)?

c. What is the economic activity of employer (enterprise, business)?

d. What is the economic activity of local unit of the enterprise or business?

e. What is the ownership of the enterprise or business?

- state (1)
- private (2)
- co-operative (3)
- municipal (5)
- other (clerical, fundation, association, etc.) (4)
- cannot say (7)

f. How many person working at the given employer?

- 10 persons or less, namely:
- 11-19 persons (2)
- 20-49 persons (3)
- 50 -299 persons (4)
- 300 -499 persons (5)
- 500 -999 persons (6)
- 1000 persons or more (7)
- person does not know but it is more than 10 persons (8)
- person does not know but it is less than 11 persons (9)

How many person working at the given local unit?

- 10 persons or less, namely:
- 11-19 persons (2)
- 20-49 persons (3)
- 50 -299 persons (4)
- 300 -499 persons (5)
- 500 -999 persons (6)
- 1000 persons or more (7)
- person does not know but it is more than 10 persons (8)
- person does not know but it is less than 11 persons (9)
What is your occupation?

Brief description of your sphere of activity:

The rank of the stock belonging to the Hungarian Defence Forces.

- officers, senior officers, generals (rank of lieutenant or higher) (1)
- non-commissioned officers, ensign (2)
- warrant officers, soldiers (3)

What is your status in employment?

- employee:
  - of an enterprise (company, LTD, but co-op excluded) or an institution (public, or nonprofit) (01)
  - of a co-operative or other partnership (02)
  - of a self-employed (03)
  - as casual worker, day-labourer (04)
- member of co-operative (05)
- member of LTD
  - without employees (06) with employees (07)
- member of other collective enterprise
  - without employees (08) with employees (09)
- self-employed
  - without employees (10) with employees (11)

Do you have supervisory responsibilities (do you supervise other person's job)?

- yes (1)
- no (2)

What type of work contract do you have?

- contracted directly with the employer (1)
- contracted with a temporary employment agency (2)
- contracted with student cooperative (3)
- working on the basis of student employment contract or collaborative agreements, related to student’s studies (4)

What kind of labour contract, appointment, charge do you have?

- one of unlimited duration (1)  
- one of limited duration, namely:
  - less than one month (2)
  - 1 to 3 months (3)
  - 4 to 6 months (4)
  - 7 to 12 months (5)

Would you like to work with a labour contract of unlimited duration?

- yes (1)
- no (2)

Why do you work with a labour contract of limited duration?

- employment is only for the period of training (1)
- person could not find other job/business (2)
- person wanted to find employment only for limited duration (3)
- person has contract for a probationary period (4)
- person does seasonal work (5)
- occasional worker (6)
- does public employment (7)
- no specific reason (8)

Please indicate what kind of studies your employment is related to!

- Employment is linked to studies in secondary education, working on the basis of student employment contract or collaborative agreements (1)
- Employment is linked to tertiary studies (2)
- Employment is linked to other studies, namely …………………...……….(3)
30. A/ Do you participate in public employment programme?
   yes, as a public worker (1)   GO TO Q30/C!
   yes, participate in public employment supplementary training programme (2)
   no (3)   GO TO Q30/C!

B/ The name of the field of education: .......................................................... KOZMSZ

C/ Have you ever registered at the National Employment Office?
   yes (1)
   no (2)

D/ Are you registered at the National Employment Office as a jobseeker?
   yes (1)
   no (2)

E/ For how many months have you been registered at the National Employment Office as a jobseeker?
   IF RESPONDENT DO NOT PARTICIPATE IN PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT SUPPLEMENTARY TRAINING GO TO Q31 OTHERWISE GO TO Q33!

F/ When was the last time you checked in at the National Employment Office?
   less than 1 month (1)
   1 month or more but less than 2 months (2)
   2 months or more but less than 3 months (3)
   3 months or more but less than 6 months (4)
   1 year or more but less than 2 years (5)
   2 years or more (6)
   MIKORJEL F

   IF RESPONDENT DO NOT PARTICIPATE IN PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT SUPPLEMENTARY TRAINING GO TO Q32 OTHERWISE GO TO Q33!

31. Do you receive jobseekers' assistance (jobseekers' allowance, jobseekers' assistance within 5 years before retirement) from the National Employment Office?
   yes (1)   GO TO Q33.  
   no (2)

32. Do you receive any of the social benefits or employment conductive supports?
   yes, regular social assistance or employment substitution support by the local government (1)
   other employment conductive support (2), namely ........................................ ELLEGYEB
   (For example these can be the following: assistance for unemployed persons to become entrepreneurs, training for unemployed etc.)
   receiving none of the above mentioned (3)
   ELLATAS

33. A/ What was your activity one year before?
   person was working (as employee, self-employed or unpaid family worker etc.) (1)
   person was unemployed (2)
   person was studying or unpaid trainee (3)
   person was retired (or received benefits under retirement age) (4)
   person was disabled (5)
   person was on child-care leave (6)
   person cared for family or household (7)
   person did not work for other reason (8)
   EGYEVEZ

   IF RESPONDENT IS NOT WORKING OR STARTED WORKING IN HIS/HER CURRENT WORKPLACE IN THE PAST 2 YEARS GO TO Q33/B, OTHERWISE GO TO Q34!

34. What was your labour status one year before?
   employee:
   of an enterprise (company, LTD, co-op excluded), without employees (08) with employees (09)
   of an institution (public or nonprofit) (01)
   of a co-operative or at other partnership (02) self-employed
   of a self-employed (03) without employees (10) with employees (11)
   as casual worker, day-labourer (04) unpaid family worker (12)
   member of co-operative (05)
   member of LTD without employees (06) with employees (07)
   REGFVISZ
35. What was the main activity of the workplace (or of its local unit) you had one year ago?

....................................................................................................................................

REGSZOV

....................................................................................................................................

REGMKKOD8

HSIC

36. Did you attend any form of regular education or training during the last four weeks? Regular education means having student status, also having valid student ID card.

yes (1)

no, because it was a school-holiday (2)

no (3) ________________ GO TO Q38

TANIR

37. A/ What was the type and level of the formal education or training you attended during the last four weeks or before the school-holiday?

ATTENTION! RESPONSE CATEGORIES 2-5 HAVE CHANGED!

in grades 5-8 of primary school or grades of secondary school equivalent to this (1)

general education with G. C. E. (2)

vocational education with G. C. E. (4)

in college (7) in university (8) in doctoral training (Ph.D., DLA) (9) ISKSZINT A

B/ The name of the field of education and the code of qualification………………………………………

IRSZAK18

C/ The official name of the specialization: ……………………………… KEORSZ2

D/ The form of formal education or training:

full-time education (1)

part-time education, distance learning (3)

evening school (2)

distant teaching (4) IRMOD C

IF YOU HAVE ATTENDED HIGHER LEVEL EDUCATION (Q37/A = 6-9) THEN GO TO 37/D, OTHERWISE GO TO Q38.

D/ Do you have temporary place of residence because of the higher education?

yes, in sublease (1)

in halls of residence (2)

at acquaintance or relatives (3)

other (4), namely: ………………………………………. IDEGLSZ

no (5) IDEGLAK D

38. A/ In the past 4 weeks did you attend any of the following form of trainings in connection with work or for own interest, for one-time occasion or on a regular basis for a few hours or even for several days?

yes (1) – no (2)

1/ professional training with qualification, OKJ training TAN1 1/

2/ professional or regular training without qualification TAN2 2/

3/ seminars, conferences TAN3 3/

4/ job-related training, training for new entrants TAN4 4/

5/ fire and labor protection education TAN5 5/

6/ team building TAN6 6/

7/ language course TAN7 7/

8/ computer (application) course, IT training TAN8 8/

9/ courses organized by distance education, e-learning training, webinar training TAN9 9/

10/ private tuition TAN10 10/

11/ driving course TAN11 11/

12/ performances or courses in connection with sport, music, other hobby activities TAN12 12/

13/ other, that cannot be classified in the above categories, namely: ……………………………………… EGYEBOKT TAN13 13/

IF YOU HAVEN'T ATTENDED EDUCATION OUTSIDE THE REGULAR EDUCATION SYSTEM (FOR EVERY QUESTION 2 (NO) IS THE ANSWER) GO TO Q40!

B/ How many hours did you spend in the indicated trainings during the last four weeks? (number of hours: 01-98)

IKOSSZORA

B/________________________

IF YOU ATTENDED ONLY ONE TYPE OF EDUCATION OUTSIDE REGULAR EDUCATION SYSTEM (AT Q38/A ONLY ONE ANSWER IS 1 (YES)) GO TO Q39!
39. **A/** What is the name of the field of education and the code of qualification: ………………… IKSZAKSZ  IKSZAK1/A IKSZAK1B IKSZAK1C  

The official name of the specialization: ……………………………… KEORSZ3  

If you attended more training, at points A-C please give your answer concerning the training started last (defined in Q38/C)!  

**B/** What was the purpose of the training?  

- to obtain first vocational qualification or skills for a job (1)  
- further vocational training: to get new skills or upgrade acquired skills (2)  
- general interest, not in connection with work (3)  

**C/** Did you do any work for pay or profit during the period of participation in the training?  

- didn’t have a work for pay or profit (1)  
- had a work for pay or profit and the education or training took place only outside his/her working hours (2)  
- took place mostly outside his/her working hours (3)  
- took place in fifty-fifty proportion in worktime and outside worktime (4)  
- took place mostly during his/her working hours (5)  
- took place only during his/her working hours (6)  

**40.** How would you classify yourself as one of the below categories?  

- person is working (1)  
- person is unemployed (2)  
- person is studying or is unpaid trainee (3)  
- person is retired (or receive benefits under retirement age) (4)  
- person is disabled (5)  
- person is on child care leave (6)  
- person has family responsibilities (7)  
- person does not work for other reason (8)  

**41.** To the economic activity questionnaire a supplementary questionnaire belongs, because it concerns the respondent and he/she answered (1)  

- does not belong, because it does not concern the respondent (2)  
- does not belong, because person didn’t answer (3)  
- does not belong at all in the current interviewing period (4)  

End of fulfilling the economic activity questionnaire:  

**GAKTVIDO**